
H o t e l  B a y e r i s c h e r  H o f ,  M u n i c h ,  G e r m a n y

Hotel Bayerischer Hof, Munich, Germany
Promenadeplatz 2-6
Munich, Germany

Rates: $492-$2,414 (USD)

Phone: 49 89-2120-00
Fax: 49 89-2120-906
E-mail: sales@bayerischerhof.de
Web: https://www.bayerischerhof.de/

Year Renovated: 2017
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 7
Total Number of Rooms: 337
General Manager: Innegrit Volkhardt

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

Situated on a tree-lined square, across the street from a small park with a statue of
Renaissance composer Orlande de Lassuson (oddly, it has morphed into a memorial for
Michael Jackson), on the other side of the Botanical Garden from one of its main
competitors, The Charles Hotel, this deluxe offering is planted beside Munich's poshest
shops and a short stroll from the city's famed pedestrian streets and cafe-cluttered
Marienplatz.

Like the slightly less luxurious Konigshof, this too is a family-run operation, having been in the
same hands for more than a century. It remains among the top three in Munich and is one of
the most impressive grand dames in all of Germany. Virtually destroyed during World War II,
the cosmopolitan hotel occupies a seven-story building of contemporary persuasion.

Property Overview

A central feature of the property is its superb garden-court lounge. Other highlights include a panoramic terrace—it is one of the city's most
attractive and magnetic haute spots in the city—and the Ayurvedic Spa pulls in loyal locals, too. Seating on the terrace is a treat, even in
winter, thanks to the cozy fire pit.

The lobby is a glamorous hybrid that is a place to see and be seen, the entrance space dwarfed by the huge chandelier delicately hanging
above. The mix of contemporary and period appointments provides a stunning updated look that complements, not competes, with the
Mandarin Oriental's plush modern vibe.

Locals on shopping sprees have made this a popular rendezvous, and tables at afternoon tea are not easy to find. Staffers know that the
clientele here is of the well-to-do ilk and treats every guest exchange accordingly well.

Business types are more likely to retire to the mirrored mezzanine lounge reached via spiraling staircase, where a second bar, piano tunes
and a host of international newspapers await. But variety is at hand with an impressive selection of food and beverage outlets.

Dining is the most varied and celebrated of any hotel in town, and the Michelin stars makes it difficult to find a table—there is a waiting list
that sometimes requires months' of arm-folding. The unique blend of classic French and not-so classic Japanese elements make for a
clever cross-cultural journey.

The Garden Restaurant, decorated in a Mediterranean style with opulent floral arrangements,
offers a light menu that matches the airy setting.

Palais Keller is more down-to-earth, a cross-vaulted cellar with Bavarian specialties. The real
oddity is Trader Vic's, which has a colorful, elegant, tongue-in-cheek vibe that is oh so un-
German. Its famed pupus and umbrellaed polychromatic drinks are an exotic contrast to the
spatenbrau and bratwurst in the cellar.

The breakfast room is an airy high-floor retreat offering excellent cathedral views as guests
nosh on exquisite fare (including champagne).
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Other popular places to eat and drink include the Blue Spa Bar, Falk's Bar, Menehune Bar and the Nightclub Bar. The latter opens at 9 pm
but usually doesn't get going until after midnight. This hotel shines in providing entertainment, thanks to its nightclub, basement theater and
multiple bars.

Accommodations

The individually designed accommodations come in a variety of styles: English chintzy-flouncy, Bavarian rustic, African colonial, designer
modern and traditional with a pinch of Biedermeier. Some of the best rooms take on modern elements, but nothing too edgy or off-putting.

All have flat-screen TVs, concealed minibars and plush duvets topping firm beds. Most rooms are air conditioned. Exteriors are properly
double-glazed, and courtyard units are even quieter.

Baths are uber-modern with chrome fixtures, large mirrors and marble vanities. Lather toiletry kits are in place.

The Bavarian-style studios are particularly beautiful, with lavish ceilings and woodwork, authentic antique furnishings, carved four-posters
and paneled baths.

One-quarter of the accommodations are suites, and these are without a doubt among the best in Bavaria. They are varied, with the best
boasting whirlpool tubs, and many proportions push the boundaries of spaciousness, topping out at more than 1,500 sq ft.

For a lavish abode with a view, Suite 725 is a fabulous choice, though only slightly smaller
705 steals the show with a two-tier terrace eyeing the historic church. The suites on the 8th
floor are the only units with balconies. Rooms overlooking the front of the hotel towards
Marienplatz are popular.

There are plenty of adjoining rooms in each category, which usually work out to be much
more economical that the pricey suites.

Notable Features

Recreation is a highlight, untouched by even the Mandarin and Muenchen Palace. The health
club and pool are in an enclosed garden under a retractable roof just below the penthouse
restaurant.

The beautiful 1,300-sq-m Blue Spa is straight off the cover of a design magazine, furthering the contemporary look that is moving slowly but
steadily through the hotel. Smooth lines, dark woods and a sleek bar mark the entrance. A roster of Ayurvedic options from the sub-
Continent create exceptional variety, and the yoga program furthers the spectacular spa's Eastern elements.

Nonstandard Amenities

Parking charges are around US$44. Wi-Fi comes free. Room service is offered at all hours, turndown and twice-daily housekeeping are
offered, and front-desk staff aims to please.

With its continuously improving facilities and nearly 2-to-1 staff-to-guest ratio, this hotel remains one of the top deluxe offerings in Munich,
and in the country.

Advisor Notes

Though it lacks the posh residential atmosphere of the Mandarin Oriental and the reputation of the Kempinski Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten, it is
one of the liveliest hotels here, suited to both demanding, high-end tourists and business travelers.

Comparable Properties

For something a bit more residential but with an equally big budget and varied facilities, the contemporary Charles Hotel is certain to
impress. Those on a budget might look into Hotel Louis or the brasher, centrally located Anna Hotel.

Latest Revision:   December 2019
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Basic Information
Year Renovated: 2017
Number of Floors: 7
Number of Rooms: 337

Rates & Policies
Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $492-$669 
Suite: $1,229-$2,414 
Meals: No Meals Included
Cancellation Policy: 1 day,
excluding BAUMA, Oktoberfest
and Expo

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location
In Munich. Marienplatz. City
centre; just next to the famous
Maximilianstrasse. 

Nearest Airports:
Munich Intl- 35 km North, 45 min
drive

Nearby Points of Interest:
Frauenkirche (Cathedral)- 200
mtr to the South
Rathaus (Town Hall)- 500 mtr to
the Southeast
Englischer Garden (Park)- 1 km
to the Northeast

Restaurants On-
Site
Dining: 5 restaurants and 6 bars
On Site

Garden & Atelier Restaurant
(Mediterranean and South
German Awarded Cuisine)
Trader Vic's (Polynesian
Cuisine)
Palais Keller (Bavarian Cuisine)

Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)
Air Conditioning
Balcony/Terrace (some)
Cable/Satellite Television
Coffeemaker (some)
Daily Maid Service
Fireplace (working) (some)
Iron/Ironing Board
Kitchen/Kitchenette (some)
Mini-Bar
Rooms for Non-smokers
Safe (In Room)
Telephone
Television
Voicemail
Whirlpool (some)

NEARBY
Boating/Sailing
Casino
Fishing
Golf Course
Horseback Riding
Jogging Trails
Pool (Children's Pool)
Shopping Mall/Area
Snow Skiing
Tennis (Indoor Tennis, Outdoor
Tennis)
Water Skiing

ON-SITE
Bicycling
Health Club
Health Spa/Massage
Hot Tub
Pool (Indoor Pool, Outdoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities
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GENERAL SERVICES
ATM/Bank
Babysitting/Child Care
Barber/Hair Stylist
Car Rental
Concierge Services
Currency Exchange
Gift Shop
Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service
Multi-lingual Staff
Paid Onsite Parking
Room Service
Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES
Administrative Services
A-V Equipment
Business Center
Copier
Fax
Meeting Facilities
Personal Computer

PET AMENITIES
Pet Amenities Available, Pet
Services Available, Additional
Fee for Pets
Pets Allowed

SECURITY
Electronic Key/Lock
Parking Area Well Lit
Smoke Alarm in Rooms
Surveillance Cameras On Site
Valet Parking Service

Meetings Facilities

40 Meeting Rooms holding 2,500 people.

Festsaal

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet/wood
Capacity:  Theater- 1,500, Classroom- 750, Reception- 3,000, Banquet- 1,200

Palaishalle

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 300, Classroom- 160, U-Shape- 172, Reception- 360, Banquet- 180

Patio/Pavillon

Location: Floor 6, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 220, Classroom- 150, U-Shape- 180, Reception- 220, Banquet- 210

Atrium

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet/wood
Capacity:  Theater- 270, Classroom- 140, U-Shape- 124, Reception- 400, Banquet- 180
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H o t e l  V i e r  J a h r e s z e i t e n  K e m p i n s k i  M u n i c h ,  M u n i c h ,  G e r m a n y

Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten Kempinski Munich, Munich, Germany

Hotel Map & Neighborhood

© 2022 TomTom, © 2022 Microsoft Corporation, © 2022 TomTom, © 2022 Microsoft Corporation, © OpenStreetMap© OpenStreetMap TermsTerms

2000 feet2000 feet 500 m500 m

R o a d

Maximilianstrasse 17
Munich, Germany

Rates: $576-$4,716 (USD)

Phone: 49 89-2125-2799
Fax: 49 89-2125-2000
Toll Free: 800-426-3135
E-mail: reservations.vierjahreszeiten@kempinski.com
Web: http://www.kempinski.com/vierjahreszeiten
COVID-19 Policies

Year Renovated: 2013
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 6
Total Number of Rooms: 305
General Manager: Holger Schroth

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

This property is keeping up the pace in the parade of prominent deluxe hotels in Munich, and
its location near superlative shopping (Dior is adjacent), the National Theater, Residenz and
other attractions brightens the beacon for luxury-seeking leisure travelers. Marienplatz is less
than 10 minutes on foot.

It shares the honor of Munich's most famous luxury hotel here with the Hotel Bayerischer Hof,
though it reigns supreme in the traditional category.

Founded in 1858 and destroyed during a World War II air raid, it retains its traditional
reputation and regularly attracts the rich and famous. It is one of many stately landmarks in
this neighborhood, and its entrance is marked with an array of international flags.

Property Overview

A stained-glass dome impressively crowns the bustling lobby and daringly close lounge, which, for some, is the social heart of Munich. The
exceptional, locally popular afternoon tea provides entertainment but is an obstacle for arrivals bound for the elliptical front desk that
dominates one side of the room.
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The hotel's three notable dining choice include Schwarzreiter Restaurant with a Michelin star. It's look, buried in a warm whirlwind of cream
tones, is suitably elegant. Tea in the lobby is a tradition, and the bar brings in movers and shakers after work. The bar is stocked with two
dozen varieties of Champagne.

A glassed-in rooftop pool is open to the air in summer. Though not large, it simulates a riptide with a countercurrent machine. The
surrounding pool deck is lined with bistro tables and plush beachside recliners.

A modest fitness center, solarium and sauna all help guests relieve stress, and bottled water and reading materials are available.

Accommodations

The handsomely updated rooms display a classic-modern motif of subtly contemporary and traditional furnishings, gilt-framed mirrors,
graphic-printed carpeting and either pattered wall coverings or accent walls harboring romanticized photo murals or frescoes of iconic
period art. Splashes of red and gold and trendy lighting fixtures finish off the look.

All rooms have air-conditioning, phones, fine carpeting, flat-screen TVs, minibars and
bedside controls. Special touches here include an impressive pillow selection and fresh
flowers.

Superior rooms are about 80-sq-ft shy of the 350-sq-ft Deluxe rooms, but boast the same
decor. Executive rooms are larger still and feature sitting areas and more sumptuous decor.

Baths have heated floors, scales, towel warmers, magnifying mirrors, showers or
combination tubs—suites have showers and tubs—Salvatore Ferragamo toiletries and
heated mirrors with built-in TVs.

The popular parlor suites boast added luxury and opulence, and there is no shortage of lavish suites here with nearly one-quarter of the room
count dedicated to these top-tier digs.

Views of Maximilianstrasse are the preferred exposure. Top picks are 6th floor units with large furnished terraces. This hotel offers a large
number of connecting rooms.

Nonstandard Amenities

Room service never stops. Parking is US$44. Wi-Fi is complimentary.

Advisor Notes

The hotel's intimacy can seem compromised when the meeting space is in full regalia, but this is undeniably one of the city's favored
gathering places.

The staff is efficient but can be diffident. Still, this hotel's reputation makes for high occupancy, and rooms can be difficult to book.

For this fine old-world experience, prepare to pay dearly, but the proximity to high-end shopping and the city's sights makes it worthwhile for
some.

Comparable Properties

Others may find the nearby, more modern Charles, Bayerischer Hof and Mandarin Oriental to be money better spent. For the ultimate in
small, sleek residential style, Charles Hotel has its own deluxe orbit.

Latest Revision:   December 2019
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Basic Information
Year Renovated: 2013
Number of Floors: 6
Number of Rooms: 305
Chain: Kempinski Hotels SA
Chain Website:
http://www.kempinski.com

Rates & Policies
Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $576-$878 - approx
25 sq m
Suite: $1,313-$4,716 - approx
55 sq m
Meals: Full Breakfast Included
Deposit Policy: For groups
50% off the room rate six weeks
prior to arrivalindividuals: 1
nights deposit or credit card
guarantee
Cancellation Policy: 24 hrs
before the day of arrival

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location
In Munich. Near shopping,
business & cultural centers. 

Nearest Airports:
Munich Intl- 35 km, 40 min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:
Bayerische Staatsoper (Opera
House)
City Center Marienplatz (Town
Hall)
Englischer Garten (City Park)

Restaurants On-
Site
Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar
On Site

Vue Maximilian (International,
Bavarian, Mediterranean)
Jahreszeiten

Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)
Air Conditioning
Balcony/Terrace (some)
Cable/Satellite Television
Coffeemaker (some)
Daily Maid Service
DVD/VCR (some)
Free Newspaper
Kitchen/Kitchenette (some)
Microwave Oven (some)
Mini-Bar
Refrigerator
Rooms for Non-smokers
Safe (In Room)
Telephone
Television
Voicemail
Whirlpool (some)

NEARBY
Bicycling
Casino
Fishing
Golf Course
Horseback Riding
Jogging Trails
Pool (Outdoor Pool)
Shopping Mall/Area
Snow Skiing
Tennis (Indoor Tennis, Outdoor
Tennis)

ON-SITE
Health Club
Health Spa/Massage
Hot Tub
Pool (Indoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities
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GENERAL SERVICES
Babysitting/Child Care
Barber/Hair Stylist
Car Rental
Concierge Services
Crib/Rollaway Bed
Currency Exchange
Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service
Multi-lingual Staff
Paid Onsite Parking
Room Service
Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES
Administrative Services
A-V Equipment
Business Center
Copier
Fax
Meeting Facilities
Personal Computer

PET AMENITIES
Pet Amenities Available, Pet
Services Available, Additional
Fee for Pets
Pets Allowed

SECURITY
Electronic Key/Lock
Parking Area Well Lit
Smoke Alarm in Rooms
Sprinkler in Rooms
Surveillance Cameras On Site
Uniformed Security
Valet Parking Service

Meetings Facilities

5 Meeting Rooms holding 876 people.
976 sq m of Meeting Space
1,250 sq m of Exhibit Space

Maximilian I/Ii/Iii

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 500, Classroom- 290, U-Shape- 90, Reception- 600, Banquet- 280

Marstall I/Ii/Iii

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 230, Classroom- 140, Reception- 200, Banquet- 130

Hofgarten Iii/Iv/V

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 75, Classroom- 230, U-Shape- 30, Reception- 60, Banquet- 40

Nymphenburg Zimmer

Location: Floor 1, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 70, Classroom- 40, U-Shape- 30, Reception- 60, Banquet- 50
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M a n d a r i n  O r i e n t a l  M u n i c h ,  M u n i c h ,  G e r m a n y

Mandarin Oriental Munich, Munich, Germany

Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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R o a d

Neuturmstrasse 1
Munich, Germany

Rates: $770-$4,043 (USD)

Phone: 49 89-290980
Fax: 49 89-222539
Toll Free: 800-526-6566
E-mail: momuc-reservations@mohg.com
Web:
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/munich/altstadt/luxury-
hotel
COVID-19 Policies

Year Renovated: 2020
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 7
Total Number of Rooms: 73
General Manager: Dominik G. Reiner

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 
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Location and History

Housed in an 1875 neo-Renaissance building that is among the prettiest edifices in the city,
in the heart of the historic center, next door to the Hofbrauhaus, this deluxe lodge's corner
location gives it a unique profile and its central location generates exceptional and iconic
vistas from high floors. (Both the famed penthouse pool and perfectly positioned suites are
magnates for celebrities.) The neighborhood is one of the most affluent in Munich.

Property Overview

The common areas focus on a gorgeous modernism that is peppered with fun period
accents and the building's handsome, historic architectural detail.

Greetings are grand at this fashionable outpost, where a doorman, bellhops and valets
create a hospitable symphony, and just past the gleaming brass-trimmed doors, arrivals are
greeted by an equally gleaming staff.

The dedicated concierge is prepped with the keys to the city, and the reception area, set
beside the grand staircase, displays fitting gold tones.

Unusual swirling, carved screens, updated takes on the classic antique varieties from China,
present themselves throughout the hotel, lending an understated touch. The hotel manages a
welcome balance between this very German locale (Bavaria) and its Chinese roots, right
down to the toiletries in the baths.

Located up on the mezzanine, Matsuhisa
Munich, a knockoff from the Nobu franchise, offers an exotic option in Bavaria's capital.
Almost identical to Nobu, Chef and proprietor Nobu Matsuhisa has prepared familiar menus,
though the design is bosky and subdued. The sushi bar is a prime throne for diehards, and
all meals, including breakfast, are served here.

Bar 31 is also a beauty, done in slate gray and chopped with precision into a delightful array
of nooks and crannies that promote socialization. Double-digit craft cocktails are in play, but
some of the excitement comes from the menus that provide many items from Matsuhisa
Munich.

Additionally, the lounge serves light fare and a famous afternoon tea. The high-ceilinged
room itself is a gracious space with colorful furnishings and art that appear to have been
culled from a gumball machine.

In summer, the small but panoramic rooftop perch serves as another dining option, albeit casual. China Moon delivers drinks and light fare.
Prices are high but the views are astounding. Sunsets are memorable.

Adjacent China Moon, the small rooftop pool and surrounding deck invite sunbathing; the proportions are closer to a whirlpool than an actual
pool, albeit one without jets.

The hotel lacks M-O's usual sumptuous spa, but guests enjoy free access to a well-equipped gym, a sauna and a steam room and
treatments in a few dedicated rooms.

Accommodations
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Well-kept and in commendable condition, it's no surprise that the upscale, modern decor
comes with a dash of Asian flavor. All these contemporary abodes benefit from natural
lighting and spacious sitting areas. Parquet floors are standard, topped with area rugs.

Using only the latest in technology and accessories, rooms include large-screen TVs,
Nespresso makers and king-size beds. Amenities abound, with air-conditioning, minibars
with free beer and soft drinks, and Bang & Olufsen entertainment systems.

Perhaps the best part of the rooms is their splendid baths, with chic black-and-white decor
and heated floors, stall showers, soaking tubs, scales, magnifying mirrors, lavish Shanghai
Tang toiletries and antifogging mirrors.

Some suites boast lovely terraces, and many units have dressing areas with walk-in closets.
Rooms in the Exclusive category are the largest of all. There are a small number of connecting rooms.

Rooms on floors two and three have soaring ceilings, but rooms on the top floor feel smaller because of the mansard roof.

Nonstandard Amenities

Valets park cars at the ramp located directly across the street (US$44). Also offered are limousines and a valet service that shines shoes at
no charge and returns them in little cloth bags.

Besides turndown service, the hotel offers 24-hour room service. Wi-Fi is complimentary.

Latest Revision:   December 2019

Basic Information
Year Renovated: 2020
Number of Floors: 7
Number of Rooms: 73
Chain: Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group
Chain Website:
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/

Rates & Policies
Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $770-$874 
Suite: $1,106-$4,043 
Meals: No Meals Included
Deposit Policy: One night
deposit
Cancellation Policy: 24 hours
before the day of arrival

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location
In Munich. Near Marienplatz,
Maximilianstrasse and opera. 

Nearest Airports:
Munich Intl- 32 km Northeast, 45
min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:
Alte & Neve Pinakotek
(Museum)- 3 km to the
Northwest
Deutsches Museum (Techn.
Museum)- 1 km to the West
Palace (Residenz)- 1 km to the
Northwest

Restaurants On-
Site
Dining: 3 restaurants and 3
bars On Site

Matsuhisa (Japanese-Peruvian
cuisine)
The Lounge (International food)
Ory (Cocktails, bar menu)

Room Amenities Recreation
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(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)
Air Conditioning
Balcony/Terrace (some)
Cable/Satellite Television
Coffeemaker
Daily Maid Service
DVD/VCR
Free Newspaper
Microwave Oven (some)
Mini-Bar
Refrigerator
Rooms for Non-smokers
Safe (In Room)
Telephone
Television
Voicemail

NEARBY
Bicycling
Boating/Sailing
Fishing
Golf Course
Horseback Riding
Jogging Trails
Shopping Mall/Area
Tennis (Indoor Tennis, Outdoor
Tennis)

ON-SITE
Health Club
Health Spa/Massage
Pool (Outdoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES
Babysitting/Child Care
Car Rental
Concierge Services
Currency Exchange
Laundry Room
Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service
Multi-lingual Staff
Paid Onsite Parking
Room Service
Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES
Administrative Services
Business Center
Copier
Fax

PET AMENITIES
Additional Fee for Pets
Pets Allowed

SECURITY
Electronic Key/Lock
Smoke Alarm in Rooms
Sprinkler in Rooms
Valet Parking Service

Meetings Facilities

3 Meeting Rooms holding 50 people.
70 sq m of Meeting Space
70 sq m of Exhibit Space

Geneve

Location: Floor 2, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 60, Classroom- 36, U-Shape- 24

Duesseldorf

Location: Floor 2, Flooring: carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 30, Classroom- 26, U-Shape- 18

Milano

Location: Floor 2, Flooring: wood
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R o c c o  F o r t e  C h a r l e s  H o t e l ,  M u n i c h ,  G e r m a n y

Rocco Forte Charles Hotel, Munich, Germany

Capacity:  Theater- 16, Classroom- 8, U-Shape- 5

Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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R o a d

Sophienstrasse 28
Munich, Germany

Rates: $735-$3,844 (USD)

Phone: 49 89-544555-0
Fax: 49 89-544555-2000
Toll Free: 800-223-6800
E-mail: info.charles@roccofortehotels.com
Web: https://www.roccofortehotels.com/hotels-and-
resorts/the-charles-hotel/
COVID-19 Policies

Year Renovated: 0
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 8
Total Number of Rooms: 160
General Manager: Frank Heller

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

Located in the center of the city in Lenbach Garten, around the corner from the NH Muenchen
Deutscher Kaiser and attractive, affordable Eden Hotel Wolff, this luxury hotel, with its bucolic
setting and tranquil alfresco terrace out front, feels like it is a world away from the drama of
the train station just around the corner.

Proximity to the airport and surrounding tourist destinations is perfect, too. The hotel's own
residential demeanor bodes well with the surrounding upscale residential neighborhood.

Blessed with a sexy facade and fabulous interiors, it operates with the intimacy of a
boutique-hotel yet pleases the kind of travelers with full-time staff at home.

Adjacent to the tranquil Botanischer Garten (Old Botanical Gardens), Hotel Charles boasts an impressive garden of its own.

One of Rocco Forte's masterpieces, the building's gentle curved exterior is studded by wrought-iron balconies, giving it a romantic flair that
resonates even from the outside.

Courtesy of: CAROL PORTER
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Property Overview

This luxury property has carved out a niche with high-end tourists and corporate travelers. With its world-class spa, subtle setting, residential
furnishings and tempered commercial offerings, the Charles Hotel is on the short list of Munich's best. Its relatively low room count enhances
its reputation.

Although the main train station is just a few blocks away, tranquility is a catchword, and staff are adept at working both sides of the aisle:
business and leisure.

Revolving doors transition guests into the surprisingly subtle lobby. Using a simple motif of white and wood, an art-galleria atmosphere is
created through abstract canvases, sleek onyx sculptures and designer furnishings. But art gallery is exactly what this hotel is all about, a
theme made clear from the assortment of local-legend Franz von Lenbach portraits scattered throughout the common areas and even in the
guest quarters.

The hotel's gorgeous bucolic oasis proves a lovely setting, and a large terrace adjoins the
celebrated dining room and neighboring bar.

However, the lobby bar has a streak of passion in its rust-color walls and clubby chocolate-
leather seating. This is the setting from an elaborate afternoon tea that is civilized enough to
lure locals from the neighboring manses.

Sophia's wins the hearts of locals and guests with its open-plan design—the bar and
restaurant are contiguous—and delicious bistro menu. The menu features farm-to-table fare
that incorporates local produce and the bounty of local butchers and fisherman. Spring
through fall, the garden becomes a beautiful extension of the restaurant.

The bar boasts a roster of entertainment that starts off with a pianist and ends late with guest DJs and Jazz combos.

Accommodations

Accommodations at the Charles focus on the natural, and maintenance keeps the rooms in fine shape.

All have window-walls that open to either garden or park views—guests wake to the sounds of songbirds and the rustle of leaves blowing in
the wind (and a little rush-hour traffic). Note: some of the outdoor spaces are vast terraces, others are mere standup balconies even Juliet
would find compact.

Decor is simple, with solid, dark tones softened by crisp white linens and colorful floral arrangements. Sofas and cafe tables dressed in
high-quality fabrics and woods are the norm.

All rooms enjoy such amenities as flat-screen smart TVs, full-length mirrors and, for the kids, teddy bears and bath-time accessories.

Baths are marble and limestone and include a separate, walk-in power shower. Separate toilets, deep soaking tubs, towel warmers,
polished fixtures and excellent lighting make the baths as beautiful as the guest rooms themselves. The Linari toiletry kits are welcome.

Many a hotel boasts big rooms, but these are in fact Munich's biggest standard rooms, with
the smallest measuring in at 420 sq ft. Corner rooms have double windows, and the
Presidential Suite includes a private Turkish bath within its 1,500 sq ft of space.

Still, the top address here is the Monforte Suite, a 2,200-sq-ft residence with a magnificent
terrace and multiple baths. Views of the Botanical Garden are worth requesting (request
room 225 for a beautiful room and view).

Notable Features

At the Charles Hotel, relaxation is an art, and its artiste is the sexy spa and health club.
Combining Greek architecture with Asian styles, the Charles Spa is an oasis of life lived
right.

From the abstract coral art reflected in the pool's mirrorlike surface to corner Buddhas, the area ebbs and flows with Zen-inspired tranquility.
With massages, facials, mud-baths, swimming, a steam room, sauna, relaxation area and fitness center, all senses are vulnerable to
splendid seduction.
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Nonstandard Amenities

Valet parking is US$42. Wi-Fi is free. Room service is around-the-clock, and turndown, twice-daily housekeeping and same-day laundry
service are available.

Advisor Notes

Connecting units are available for families or those needing more stretching room. Smoke-free rooms are relegated to the third and fourth
floors.

Comparable Properties

For something closer to the action, consider the Mandarin Oriental, which offers up similar stature. Hotel Bayerischer Hof, is certainly livelier,
and its Trader Vic's franchise gives an indication of the kind of high-brow, commercial shenanigans you can expect there. The nearby
Konigshof is a pleasant residential alternative with traditional trim set beside Karlsplatz.

Latest Revision:   December 2019

Basic Information
Year Renovated: 0
Number of Floors: 8
Number of Rooms: 160
Chain: Rocco Forte Hotels
Chain Website:
http://www.roccofortehotels.com

Rates & Policies
Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $735-$909 
Suite: $1,756-$3,844 
Meals: No Meals Included

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location
In Munich. City centre. Tourist.

Nearest Airports:
Munich Intl- 30 min drive

Nearby Points of Interest:
Botanischer Garten
Koenigsplatz
Schloss Nymphenburg

Restaurants On-
Site
Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar
On Site

Davvero Restaurant & Bar
(European cuisine)
The Bar (Lounge)
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Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)
Balcony/Terrace
Cable/Satellite Television
Coffeemaker (some)
Daily Maid Service
DVD/VCR (some)
Refrigerator
Rooms for Non-smokers
Telephone
Television
Voicemail
Whirlpool (some)

NEARBY
Pool (Outdoor Pool)
Shopping Mall/Area

ON-SITE
Health Club
Health Spa/Massage
Pool (Indoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES
Crib/Rollaway Bed
Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service
Multi-lingual Staff
Paid Onsite Parking
Room Service
Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES
A-V Equipment
Business Center
Meeting Facilities

SECURITY
Electronic Key/Lock
Surveillance Cameras On Site
Valet Parking Service

Meetings Facilities

14 Meeting Rooms holding 590 people.
7,104 sq ft of Meeting Space

Ballroom

3,229 sq ft
Capacity:  Theater- 220, Classroom- 120, Reception- 300, Banquet- 180

Ballroom 1

1,076 sq ft
Capacity:  Theater- 80, Classroom- 40, Reception- 95, Banquet- 60

Ballroom 2

1,076 sq ft
Capacity:  Theater- 80, Classroom- 40, U-Shape- 30, Reception- 95, Banquet- 60

Ballroom 3

1,076 sq ft
Capacity:  Theater- 80, Classroom- 40, U-Shape- 30, Reception- 95, Banquet- 60

Courtesy of: CAROL PORTER
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S o f i t e l  M u n i c h  B a y e r p o s t ,  M u n i c h ,  G e r m a n y

Sofitel Munich Bayerpost, Munich, Germany

Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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Bayerstrasse 12
Munich, Germany

Rates: $518-$1,460 (USD)

Phone: 49 89-599480
Fax: 49 89-599481000
Toll Free: 844-382-2267
E-mail: H5413@sofitel.com
Web: https://www.sofitel-munich.com/
COVID-19 Policies

Year Renovated: 2017
Check in Time: 3:00 PM
Check out Time: 12:00 PM
Number of Floors: 9
Total Number of Rooms: 396

STAR Rating: Amenity Rating: 

Location and History

Tucked next to the main train station and the slightly larger, livelier Le Meridien, carved out of
a former post office, in the heart of the hustle and bustle of this centrally located
neighborhood, this Sofitel hides itself from the frenzy but proves a wolf in sheep's clothing.

Sheltered behind a green hedge and bubbling fountain, the squared-stone former GPO looks
like an extension of the train station.

Property Overview

Once past its chic glass doors is a boutique treasure of modern design, Bavarian elegance
and personable charm. The detailed decor belies the size of the hotel—at nearly 400 rooms,
it's larger than Le Meridien across the street.

The hotel brags that every corner is a "masterpiece of contemporary design." And with its multilevel lobby enthralled in a very Prince-like
purple light, this attitude is clear from the moment you walk in.

Registration's earthy stone and wood hall creates an interesting juxtaposition with the adjacent nightclub-cool lounge. Here, the mood is set.
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Flavorful and very French, Delice La Brasserie is a good fit for a quiet Left Bank boulevard. Serving lunch and dinner, the French and
German menus have a farm-to-fork ethos. Prices are a bit steep for Germany, but the service and quality are well above average. The
breakfast is a bountiful and expensive buffet that is even more than the Meridien.

For after-dinner drinks or midday cocktails, the stylish Isarbar continues to lure locals and
guests. Both the bar and the cafe have umbrella-shaded terrace seating on opposite ends of
the main drive. As a result, tourists pop in for a drink or snack, and locals often crowd the bar
during the late hours.

There is no shortage of recreation options at the Sofitel Bayerpost. At the epicenter of
seduction is So Spa. This facility is a subterranean space with theatrical lighting akin to
Rome's catacombs. At the ready are massage rooms, saunas, steam baths, a combined
pool and whirlpool and a well-stocked fitness room.

Accommodations

The quarters here may be smaller than those at Le Meridien, but these rooms slice up a
larger portion of the boutique spirit by focusing on the current urban trends using a blend of
subdued colors punctuated by bold accent pieces and natural woods.

All are set to a seductive mood using a combination of natural and track lighting. The overall design is striking.

Each room has a personality thanks to varied art, art glass and bric-a-brac not usually associated with a big production.

Some of the more expensive units have lofted sleeping quarters and others large living areas. All rooms have ample workspace, flat-screen
TVs, Bose stereo systems, air-conditioning and Nespresso coffeemakers.

Windows separate baths from bedrooms with privacy curtains and help to enlarge the room's look and feel. The large marble baths have
either combos or separate tub and shower, plus hair dryers, radios, heated floors and French-flavored Hermes toiletries.

Divided into Classic and Superior rooms, they very only slightly in size, with the Superior rooms' 290-sq-ft interiors only a few feet larger;
exposures are what determine status here. Higher floors translate into better rooms.

The Opera Suite is no diva, with warm wood paneling. The real stage hogs are the edgy
modern Prestige suites, though their loft design may not be popular with some travelers. For
Alpine views, make your way up to the penthouse.

Nonstandard Amenities

Underground parking is reserved for the hotel's exclusive use at US$42 per day. Free Wi-Fi
is a wonderful perk. Room service is offered around-the-clock.

Advisor Notes

This hotel is not in the greatest part of the city. Soundproofing is best in back; front-facing
rooms suffer residual street noise, and you can feel the rumble of the trains running beneath

the hotel in some low-floor rooms.

Comparable Properties

Service here is on equal footing with what you find at the Le Meridien, but the guest rooms and common areas have an edgier modern style.

Although it's rather on the large side in terms of bulk, this hotel holds more cutting-edge contemporary design than either the Westin or Le
Meridien, though the latter hotel provides a dash more space in the quarters and common areas for demanding travelers.

A smaller, more personable fashion house is the coquettish Hotel Louis, while the trendy Anna Hotel, located about five blocks to the west,
lures the MTV crowd.

Latest Revision:   December 2019
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Basic Information
Year Renovated: 2017
Number of Floors: 9
Number of Rooms: 396
Chain: Sofitel Luxury Hotels
Chain Website:
http://www.sofitel.com

Rates & Policies
Rates are Daily in USD
Standard: $518-$659 
Suite: $823-$1,460 
Meals: No Meals Included
Deposit Policy: Only for groups,
conferences & fair reservations

Credit Cards Are Accepted
Reservations must be
guaranteed with a credit card

Location
In Munich. Gothestrasse. In the
city centre near the main railway
station. Tourist.

Nearest Airports:
Munich Intl- 42 km North, 45 min
drive

Nearby Points of Interest:
Marienplatz- .8 km to the East
Botanical Garden- 5 km to the
North
Zoo- 7 km to the South

Restaurants On-
Site
Dining: 1 restaurant and 1 bar
On Site

Delice La Brasserie (Parisian
brasserie)
Isarbar (Cocktails and snacks)

Room Amenities Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)
Air Conditioning
Cable/Satellite Television
Coffeemaker
Daily Maid Service
Mini-Bar
Refrigerator
Rooms for Non-smokers
Safe (In Room)
Telephone
Television
Voicemail

NEARBY
Bicycling
Golf Course
Shopping Mall/Area

ON-SITE
Health Club
Hot Tub
Pool (Indoor Pool)

Hotel Facilities

GENERAL SERVICES
ATM/Bank
Babysitting/Child Care
Concierge Services
Currency Exchange
Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service
Multi-lingual Staff
Paid Onsite Parking
Room Service
Wheelchair Access to
Common/Public Areas

BUSINESS SERVICES
Administrative Services
A-V Equipment
Business Center
Copier
Meeting Facilities
Personal Computer

PET AMENITIES
Pet Amenities Available, Pet
Services Available, Additional
Fee for Pets

SECURITY
Electronic Key/Lock
Parking Area Well Lit
Smoke Alarm in Rooms
Sprinkler in Rooms
Surveillance Cameras On Site
Uniformed Security
Valet Parking Service

Meetings Facilities

20 Meeting Rooms holding 1,180 people.
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1,777 sq m of Meeting Space
500 sq m of Exhibit Space

Nymphenburg 1-3

Location: EG, Flooring: Carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 800, Classroom- 540, Banquet- 400

Schwabing 1 - 6

Location: UG, Flooring: Carpet
Capacity:  Theater- 286, Classroom- 192, Reception- 286, Banquet- 240

Foyer Basement

Location: UG, Flooring: Carpet
Capacity:  , Reception- 270

Foyer Ground Floor

Location: UG, Flooring: Carpet
Capacity:  , Reception- 270

Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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